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Matrix isolation spectroscopy provides a means by which relatively

unstable chemical species may be investigated. Radical cations derived

from aromatic, organic molecules represent an important class of such

species. Specifically, those derived from the title molecules, para-

dichlorobenzene (PDCB), para-dimethoxybenzene (PDMOB), and

naphthalene (N), were studied spectroscopically using the matrix isolation

technique.

Radical cations of the title molecules were generated by either pulsed-

glow discharge or electron bombardment and then trapped in argon at 12 K.

Correlation of known cationic visible absorption bands with infrared (IR)

bands observed for the same sample/matrix allowed assignment of IR

bands to each of the three radical cations studied. Ab initio Hartree-Fock

Self Consistent Field (HF/SCF) level calculations of harmonic vibrational

frequencies for neutral and cationic PDCB, PDMOB, and N provided

further evidence for assignments and were used to characterize vibrational

frequency shifts, and intensity and bonding changes evoked upon
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ionization. IR-active vibrations for PDCB+ are assigned at 843, 986, 1110

and 1429 cm1, while those attributed to PDMOB+ occur at 1309 (1304), 1342,

1388 and 1427cm1. ER bands at 1016,1023,1218/1215, 1401,1519 and

1525 cm1 are assigned to N+.
Resonance-Raman (RR) spectra of PDCB+ and N+ and the

fluorescence/RR spectrum of PDCB+ were recorded. The fluorescence

spectrum matched well with previously reported gas phase emission of

PDCB+ while the RR spectra obtained compared favorably with previous RR

studies of these radical cations in alkylhalide glasses at 77 K. Raman-

active vibrations for PDCB+ are reported at 330, 1113, 1189 and 1598 cm4

while those of N+ occur at 510, 765 and 1400 cm1.

The role of CC14 (and its degradation products) as gas phase

ionization enhancer and matrix charge compensator was further clarified

through photolysis experiments. Correlation analysis allowed assignment

of a broad, featureless visible absorption centered at -420 nm to CC13 • Cl

based on previous assignment of 927 and 1019 cm1 IR absorbances to this

species.

Finally, preliminary Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Mass Spectrometry (FTICR/MS) experiments of gas phase pulsed-glow

discharge generated plasmas indicated fragmentation of parent molecules

and these spectra were related to matrix composition determined

spectroscopically. The necessity for independent, complementary

experimental and/or theoretical methods is thus emphasized.
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INTRODUCTION

The spectroscopy of molecular ions has been the subject of extensive

investigation1'14 since the early realization of the important role such ions

play in physics, chemistry and biology. Many of these ions are obviously

quite stable when present as constituents of solids and in the solution phase

but are quite unstable and reactive when in the gas phase. Many such

species are also short-lived and transient in nature and thus difficult to

study by conventional means. One such class of molecular ions is the

radical cations derived from aromatic, organic molecules such as

substituted benzenes and fused benzene rings known as polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs). Representative molecules are depicted in Figure 1.

The significance of this particular group lies in the fact that many form

ions from their neutral parent molecules upon exposure to specific clay

minerals present in soils.15'22 Hence, the ability to identify and characterize

spectroscopically this group of ions is of consequence to monitoring the fate

of this industrially important series of molecules in the environment.

Moreover, since these ions may play a role in the chemistry of their disposal

by combustion or other destructive means spectroscopic determinations will

assist in understanding the reaction mechanisms in which these

intermediates may be involved. Interestingly and in contrast to their

environmental role, it has been suggested that the neutral PAHs are an

1



Figure 1

Representative Molecules of Interest
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important and significant component of the interstellar medium based on

unidentified infrared (UIR) spectral emission features observed by

astronomers23 at 885, 1149, 1282, 1613 and 3030 cm-1. Considering the harsh

interstellar environment, i.e., a very strong ultraviolet radiative flux,

others24 have suggested the PAH hypothesis may better match observations

if these molecules exist as ionized species rather than neutrals (Figure 2).

For this reason, the spectroscopy of radical cations derived from PAHs is of

astronomical as well as terrestrial importance. A brief review of previous

studies of molecular ion spectroscopy follows, emphasizing the techniques

by which ions are produced and investigated.

There are a wide variety of means by which atomic and molecular

ions are produced. Historically, flames25,26 and electrical discharges27 were

the predominant environments of gaseous ion production. Further

refinements for analytical purposes consisted of essentially extracting and

optimizing one of the many ionization processes operating in these complex

systems (Table 1). Specifically, electron impact,28 and Penning,29 field,

thermal and chemical ionization are the most commonly employed

processes today.30 Photoionization is also a prominent method of ion

production.31 The method of ionization used is a function of ion production

efficiency, tolerance of molecular ion fragmentation, and amenability to the

techniques used to detect and characterize the ions produced. For example,

electron impact is well suited to mass spectrometry (MS) since it is

relatively efficient, vacuum requirements of the mass spectrometer are not

exceeded, and fragmentation can be accounted for. Recently, glow

discharges have been coupled to mass spectrometers32'35 employing



Figure 2

Astrophysical Processes of Interstellar Molecules and Grains
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Table 1

Ionization Mechanisms in the Negative Glow Region
of an Abnormal Glow Discharge

(adapted from Ref. 32)I.Primary Ionization Mechanisms

A. Electron Impact:

M° + e* M+ + 2e‘ (M° = neutral molecule)

B. Penning Ionization:

M° + Am* -* M+ + A0 + e" (Am* = discharged gas A in a
metastable state)

II. Secondary Ionization Mechanisms

A. 1. Nonsymmetric Charge Transfer:

A+ + M° -» M+ + A0

2. Symmetric (Resonance) Charge Transfer:

B+fast + B°slow B+siow + B°fast

3. Dissociative Charge Transfer:

A+ + MX -» M+ + X + A°

B. Associative Ionization:

Am* + M -» (AM)+ + e-

C. Photoionization:

M + hv M+ + e"
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differential pumping to overcome pressure overloads. Another method of

avoiding pressure difficulties and generating metastable and/or ionic

species by glow discharge is to pulse the discharge gas into the mass

spectrometer.36 This method consists of applying a voltage, typically a few

kilovolts, to an electrode suspended in close proximity to another electrode

held at ground potential both of which are under high vacuum. Upon

introduction of a gas pulse, typically a rare gas, in the region between the

electrodes an electrical discharge is initiated which extinguishes itself once

the pressure has dropped below the breakdown potential of the gas used.

This glow discharge is a low-temperature plasma existing in a moderate

pressure (0.1 to 10 torr) of inert gas exhibiting currents intermediate

between those of Townsend and arc discharge, typically in the millampere

range. The characteristics of gas discharges37 are shown schematically in

Figure 3 in which Vb, Vn and Vd indicate breakdown, normal and

discharge potentials, respectively. Low energy electrons of a few eV and

densities of ~1012/cm3 cause excitation of rare gas atoms to metastable states

while a much smaller number of more energetic electrons (5-50 eV) are

also produced. The glow discharge is probably the most commonly

recognized form of gaseous discharge because of its ease of production and

commercial utility as use in "neon" lights. The characteristic colors38 are

given in Table 2. Atoms and molecules either doped into the gas or

introduced separately into the discharge region are excited and/or ionized

by collisions with ions, metastable gas atoms, electrons, or photons (Table

1). The ionization potential and energies of low-lying metastable states of

the rare gas discharged39 (Table 3) dictate the ability of this ionization
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Table 2

Colors of Glow Regions in a DC Gas Discharge

Gas Negative Glow Positive Column

h2 pale blue pink

n2 blue red

02 yellowish white pale yellow with pink center

He green red to violet

Ar dark blue dark red

Ne orange brick red
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Table 3

Low-lying Metastable Energy Levels of Rare Gas Atoms
and Ionization Potentials of Molecules of Interest

Gas Metastable Energy, eV Ionization Potential, eV

He 19.8, 20.7 24.58

Ne 16.6, 16.7 21.56

Ar 11.5,11.7 15.76

Kr 9.9,10.5 14.00

Xe 8.3, 9.4 12.13

Molecule Ionization Potential, eV

para-dichlorobenzene 8.98

para-dimethoxybenzene 7.9

naphthalene 8.2



Figure3

Voltage/CurrentCharacteristicsofGasDischarges (adaptedfromRef.37)
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method to produce the ions of interest, i.e., the ionization potential of the

atom or molecule must be overcome via the ionization process energies

available in the discharge.

Gas phase ion spectroscopy and mass spectrometry have provided a

wealth of information concerning molecular ion structure and reactivity.

The coupling of these methods through excitation wavelength specific

photoionization and fragmentation techniques followed by classical ion

detection has made it possible to infer optical absorption spectra at

sensitivity levels typically associated with laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

and standard mass spectrometry. In addition, cooling via supersonic

expansion has assisted in the interpretation of gas phase ion spectra by

decreasing line widths and under favorable conditions eliminating

vibrationally and rotationally "hot” bands. These advances are impressive

and will continue to contribute to gas phase ion spectroscopy. However,

because of their level of sophistication they are as technically demanding as

they are informative. An alternative which is technically less arduous yet

provides significant and substantial spectroscopic and chemical

information concerning molecular ions is the matrix isolation technique.40
The data obtained via this technique are often the starting point for high

resolution gas phase experiments.

The encapsulation of chemical species within some medium is not a

particularly new idea.41'44 Numerous examples exist naturally, one of
which is the trapping of the S3‘ anion within the aluminosilicate structure

of the mineral lapis lazula. A blue color is imparted to the mineral as a

result of optical absorption by the anion. The dissolution of molecules in
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solvents followed by freezing and y-ray irradiation to form solid glasses

containing ions for low temperature studies is well established.45 Fast-flow

techniques46 have allowed monitoring of transient species, also, as have

other time resolution procedures. The purpose of the matrix isolation

technique as formally introduced by Whittle, Dows and Pimentel47 in 1954 is

to embed species of chemical interest in a medium exhibiting minimal

interaction with its "guest" as well as transparency in the spectral regions

used to probe the species under study. Once-transient species now isolated

in the matrix could then be investigated at a more leisurely pace since the

processes accounting for their instability have been greatly arrested if not

stopped completely. This ideal is never completely realized but is most

closely approached by isolation in solid rare gases. Since these materials

are produced at low temperatures, high vacuum and cryogenic techniques

are employed to create substrates onto which the mixture of excess matrix

gas and species of interest are deposited. The general experimental

arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The low temperatures required have

the additional benefit of simplifying spectra through line narrowing and

elimination of "hot" bands. The method of deposition varies depending on

the species studied and the spectroscopic technique employed.

Stable, volatile materials may simply be premixed with the matrix

gas and deposited either in a continuous or pulsed mode.48 Pulsing appears

to minimize multiple site formation in the matrix as well as aggregation of

the species to be isolated. It allows for more rapid depositions and, as a

result, less contamination by impurities. Matrices are usually clearer (less

scattering), also.49 Detection of these species by standard spectroscopic



Figure 4

General Experimental Set-up for Matrix Isolation
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techniques is not particularly difficult. The production and trapping of

highly involatile, transient chemical species offers an example of the other

extreme of sample preparation. High temperature furnaces and laser

ablation are used to produce gaseous atoms, molecules and ions of metals

and refractory materials while high energy processes, such as those

discussed for gaseous ion production, provide an avenue to unstable

molecular fragments and ions. This is shown in the upper portion of

Figure 5. Continuous flow deposition is best suited to those methods that

provide a continuous flow of sample while pulsing is appropriate when the

sample itself is generated in pulses as is the case with ablation via pulsed

high-powered lasers. Pulsing offers the added advantage of avoiding

pressure build-up in the vacuum chamber when differential pumping is

not available or when locally and temporally high gas pressures are

required. Unambiguous detection and characterization of these ephemeral

species is more difficult than that of stable species for which the

experimental and theoretical bases are much more extensive. The methods

discussed so far are primarily associated with formation of species just

prior to deposition. The pre-matrix mixture has been studied

spectroscopically and by mass spectrometry in an attempt to provide

evidence for and correlation with the observed and proposed entities found

in the matrix. This entails a detailed understanding of the processes

occurring on and near the substrate surface during deposition. Some

insight into these processes is gained by treatment of the matrix after it has

been formed. The focus now is manipulation of chemical species in the

matrix after deposition.



Figure 5

Matrix Preparation and Subsequent Treatments
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High temperature species Matrix gas with volatile species

Matrix - Isolated
Sample

New matrix species Diffusion leading to aggregates
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Once a matrix is formed it can be subjected to a variety of

perturbations to induce changes that can be monitored spectroscopically.

The most frequently employed methods are annealing of the matrix and

exposure to external radiation sources, i.e., photolysis. This serves the

purpose of generating new species in the matrix and providing insight into

the initial matrix composition and the thermodynamics, photochemistry

and physics associated with the transformation(s) within the matrix.

These processes are depicted in the lower portion of Figure 5. Annealing is

the controlled input of thermal energy into a matrix for the purpose of

eliminating multiple sites, and for inducing the formation of aggregates

and disintegration of highly reactive intermediates. These are low

activation energy processes which are put into action by the softening of the

matrix upon warming and subsequent diffusion and reaction of entrapped

atoms, molecules, and/or ions.

Photolysis is the controlled input of electromagnetic radiation for the

purpose of generating, identifying, and distinguishing species present in

the matrix. High energy photolysis, e.g., using y-ray or ultraviolet

radiation, is capable of ionizing molecules with high ionization potentials

in the matrix. Lower energy light, e.g., visible or near infrared, is better

suited to photodetachment of electrons captured only weakly by electron

traps intentionally added to the matrix to enhance the formation of positive

ions of interest. In both instances, monitoring and correlating the growth

and diminishment of spectroscopic bands tentatively assigned to matrix

species as a function of photolysis energy and duration make significant
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contributions to conclusive assignment of bands to a specific chemical

species.

The purpose of the research presented in this dissertation was to

employ the matrix isolation technique to experimentally obtain the

vibrational absorption spectra of radical cations derived from para-

dichlorobenzene (PDCB), para-dimethoxybenzene (PDMOB), and

naphthalene (N). To this end, a pulsed-glow discharge/matrix isolation

technique was developed and employed as the primary method of ion

generation (electron bombardment was also used) and trapping. During

the course of this investigation, Thoma, Wurfel, Schlachta, Lask and

Bondybey50 reported on a very similar methodology, which is noted and

acknowledged. A description of experimental details, theoretical

considerations and results and discussion for each molecule studied

follows.



EXPERIMENTAL

The matrix isolation technique requires a vacuum system, cryostat

and gas/sample inlet port. The general setup is shown in Figure 4. The

cryostat with vacuum shroud and furnace assembly attached is shown in

Figure 6. For the purposes of the research presented here the gate valves

and furnace assembly were removed and replaced with a pulsed-discharge

or electron bombardment assembly for ion generation (to be described later),

a window transparent to the spectral region under investigation or a port

for evacuation depending on the method of ion production used or other

experimental constraints.

The system was evacuated by a two inch air-cooled oil diffusion pump

(Alcatel PDR 250, rated at 200 L/sec) back-pumped by a mechanical

roughing pump (Alcatel 2020, rated at 450 L/min) and separated from the

sample matrix by a liquid nitrogen cooled cold trap. All surface-to-surface

interfaces were sealed with O-rings. The pressure was monitored with an

ion gauge (Model 4336P, Kurt J. Lesker Co.) interfaced with a Granville-

Phillips 270 Gauge Controller. The system was pumped to the 4 - 7 x 10"6
torr range (without a full cold trap) then to 1 - 4 x 10-6 torr (with a full cold

trap) before any depositions were performed. The pressure measured

decreased to 4 - 7 x 10'7 torr once the cryostat had reached matrix deposition

temperature (—12 K). Typically the system was pumped on overnight,

followed by a matrix experiment the next day. When a pulse valve was

22



Figure 6

Cryostat with Vacuum Shroud and Furnace Assembly Attached
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employed it was either left on during the pumping cycle or the gas manifold

line was evacuated via a bypass valve (cf. Figure 4). The bypass valve also

allowed introduction of dry nitrogen gas into the vacuum system to expedite

cryostat warm-up and subsequent disassembly and reassembly.

The cryostat employed consisted of a two stage closed-cycle Air

Products Displex (Model DE 202) helium refrigerator. The first stage was

attached to a copper radiation shield held at 40 - 60K while a copper cold

finger was attached to the second stage. A copper window container was

then screwed into the cold finger (a polished aluminum block was used for

Raman studies). All metal-metal and metal-window interfaces were joined

using indium gaskets. The window temperature was measured using a

gold-chromel (0.07% Fe) thermocouple compressed between indium at the

cold finger-copper window container interface. An Air Products APD-B

temperature controller was used for temperature read-out and was

calibrated against liquid nitrogen. Temperatures were maintained at 12 K.

Argon (Research purity, 99.9995% pure, Matheson Gas Products)

matrices were deposited either in a pulsed or continuous mode depending

on the method of ion production. In either case CC14 (if added) was

premixed in a gas manifold or bulb by conventional manometric techniques

to a ratio of 100/1 to 500/1 (Ar/CCl4). When the pulsed mode was employed

the sample was premixed from a side arm down stream from the matrix

gas just prior to the pulse valve. For PDCB and N samples, room

temperature provided a sufficient sample vapor pressure for deposition. In

the case of PDMOB the side arm was heated to ~60°C. When a continuous

flow mode was employed , as in the case of electron bombardment of N, the
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sample was inlet and mixed with the matrix gas just inside the vacuum

chamber just prior to deposition.

Pulsed-glow discharge deposition was the primary method employed

for producing and trapping ions under investigation. The pulse valve

(General Valve, Series 9) was powered and driven by the home-made circuit

shown schematically in Figure 7. It consists of a power supply (D-4, 5, 6)

which supplies +28 volts (V) DC to the 2N3055 transistor (C-2) and +5 V DC

to a pulse generator (A-C, 4-6), a TEL 112 optoisolater (B3), and a delay

circuit (C, 2-3) used to couple to another system, e.g., a pulsed Nd-YAG

laser. The 100 KG variable resistor (C5) determines the +5 V output

duration while the 2 MG variable resistor (B5) determines the 0 V (ground)

output duration. Together they determine the duty-cycle of the pulse

generator. A 5 msec, +5 V pulse at 1 Hz frequency was used. This pulse

triggered the optoisolator to drive the pulse valve solenoid (labeled SOL, Bl)

and open the pulse valve. At that time the gas/sample mixture entered the

vacuum system through a 0.8 mm stainless steel (SS) tube held at ground

potential and initiated formation of a plasma between the tube and a thin

copper wire attached to a hemispherically-shaped copper grid held at +3

KV potential (see Figure 8A). The primary plasma was generated in the ~2

mm gap between the SS tube and the Cu wire. A weaker, secondary

plasma was generated within the cylindrical lense held at +150-200 V. As

mentioned, the pulse rate was set to 1 Hz but formation of the discharge

increased the frequency to ~2 Hz. As deposition proceeded, typically two

hours, the needle valve had to be opened further and/or the backing

pressure in the manifold increased to allow reliable plasma formation.



Figure7

SchematicofPulse-ValvePowerSupplyandDriverCircuit



 



Figure 8

Pulsed-Glow Discharge Assembly

(A) Schematic of Pulsed-Glow Discharge/Matrix Isolation Apparatus

(B) SIMION - Calculated Trajectories of p-Dimethoxybenzene Cations
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Deposition rates were =50 torr/hr with a manifold pressure in the 500 - 760

torr range. The system pressure pulsed over a 3 - 6 x 10 6 torr range during
deposition.

The trajectories of PDMOB cations were simulated by the SIMION

program and are shown in Figure 8B. The initial position for each

trajectory was chosen to lie on a line spanning the hemispherical grid
space and the direction of flight was varied from 0° (directly at the window)
to 360° by 30° intervals. The shape of the grid and the high positive potential
on it resulted in the ions taking only one pathway. The trajectories shown
are for a sample window with zero or a small positive potential. The overall

behavior of ions in this discharge arrangement is very much like that of

hollow-cathode electrodes in discharge lamps. However, since the cations

are deposited in a matrix the potential of the matrix becomes increasingly
positive to a point at which necessary deposition of anions occurs to insure

charge neutrality.

The method of pulsed-glow discharge was used to generate PDCB,

PDMOB, and N cations for matrix isolation and was also coupled to a

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FTICR) Mass Spectrometer
for preliminary investigation of possible fragmentation accompanying
ionization (to be discussed later). Another ionization method employed for
matrix isolation investigation of N cation and other cations not discussed

here was electron bombardment.

The ionization of N was accomplished by use of the specially-
constructed electron bombardment source shown in Figure 9. The

tungsten filament (0.1 mm diameter) was heated by a current of



Figure9

GeneralViewofExperimentalSet-UpforMatrixIsolationUsingElectronBombardmentIonization
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1.20 - 1.45 A (at 6 - 8 V) and electrons were emitted. The anode potential

(Ua) was held at +20 to +50V, while the cathode potential (Ub) was

maintained at -50 to 200 V. A copper ring situated above and adjacent to the

matrix window was held at +50 V (Uo) and collected electrons. A

background current of 2 pA was registered which increased to 20 - 30 pA

during deposition.. Ionization occurred as the result of the vapor-phase

mixture of argon, CC14, and naphthalene passing through the electron

beam just prior to deposition.

Investigation of UV-vis and IR absorption of matrix isolated cations

was accomplished by ionization of the sample (as discussed) followed by

deposition onto a BaF2 window. Barium fluoride was used since it is

transparent over the 210 nm to 14 pm range and is thus usable in both the

UV-vis and IR regions. For either ionization method the system was

configured in such a way as to establish two unobstructed light paths

perpendicular to each other intersecting at the matrix window (cf. Fig. 9).

The infrared spectra were nm on a Nicolet 7199 Fourier transform

infrared spectrometer (typically with 300 scans, 1 cm'1 resolution) while the

UV-vis scans were done on a Cary-17 spectrophotometer (0.2 - 0.6 nm

resolution over the 240 - 700 nm range). To allow for sequential scans in the

UV-vis and IR by a simple 90° rotation the sample cryostat was positioned

in a specially-constructed housing as part of the sample compartment of

the Cary-17. The IR beam from the FTIR spectrometer passed

perpendicular to the UV-vis beam, through a set of KBr windows in the

cryostat's outer shroud, reflected off a set of steering mirrors and impinged
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onto the detector (TGS or MCT). The whole setup was purged with dry N2 by

use of connecting tubes between the FTIR and UV-vis spectrometers.

Fluorescence and resonance Raman spectra were collected on a

SPEX 1700 3/4 m double monochrometer using a cooled RCA C3034 photon

multiplier tube with standard photon counting electronics. Data collection,

reduction and storage were done on an HP 3000 computer with a 7475

digital plotter. Samples were prepared by pulsed-discharge deposition onto

an angled, polished aluminum block. The fluorescence - resonance Raman

spectra of PDCB cation were measured using Argon ion laser excitation

(Spectra Physics, Model 2020), while the N cation resonance Raman

spectrum was measured using a dye laser (Spectra Physics, Model 375B)

pumped by the aforementioned Argon ion laser. The dye employed was

Rhodamine 590.

Photolysis experiments involving N cations were performed using an

unfiltered, unfocused medium-pressure Hg lamp while the same lamp

with a cutoff filter (BG23 VEB JENA, with transmission between 350 and

550 nm) was used for experiments involving PDMOB cations, and a filter

with cutoff \ <420 nm was used for PDCB cations.

FTICR/MS experiments were performed by Dr. Chris Barshick in the

laboratory of Professor John Eyler at the University of Florida with the

assistance of the author. Preliminary FTICR/MS experiments were

performed by attaching the pulsed-discharge assembly described previously
to the system shown in Figure 10. The continuous glow discharge source

just to the right of the turbo pump was replaced with the pulsed-discharge
source. The pulse valve and ion analyzer cell were controlled by a Nicolet



Figure10

GeneralViewofExperimentalSet-UpforFTICRUsingGlowDischargeIonization
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FTMS-1000 electronics console. To avoid electronic interferences a +1.5 KV

potential was applied to the hemispherical grid (greater voltages resulted in

shutdown of the instrument) and +200 V to the cylindrical lens of the

pulsed-discharge source. A series of four electrostatic lenses was employed

to guide the cations from the discharge region toward the ion analyzer cell.

The voltages were adjusted to prevent secondary discharges between each

other and to optimize signal. Proceeding from the discharge region toward

the analyzer cell the lenses were set at -762 V, -511 V, -773 V and -792 V.

Sensitivity was enhanced by selective ejection of ions with m/z less than 40.

Typically, 50 scans were collected and processed.

Further experimental details specific to each molecule studied are

presented within the Results and Discussion chapter.



THEORY

The interpretation of experimental results is aided through

computation of physical observables such as electronic and vibrational

absorption spectra. Increasingly sophisticated levels of theory have become

available through a variety of computer program packages, e.g.,

GAMESS.51,52 The increase in sophistication (and accuracy of computed

results) is accompanyed by an increase in computing time and power

required. An experimentalist must decide what level of theory is required

for their particular application(s). To make this decision the limitations of

both experimental and computational results must be understood so that

judicious use of computing facilities is achieved. The following outlines

limitations associated with the calculation of electronic and vibrational

absorption spectra of the radical cations (2M+) studied.

Photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy of neutral molecules has been

employed to predict the electronic absorption (EA) spectra of 2M+s derived

from the parent molecule. The theoretical link between PE spectra of

neutral molecules and the electronic structure of 2M+ species lies in

Koopman's theorem53,54 which states that the energy of a molecular orbital

(MO) of a neutral molecule obtained from a Hartree-Fock (HF) procedure is

equal to the negative of the energy required to remove an electron from that

MO. By measuring the energy differences between PE bands observed the

39
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energies of electronic transitions of 2M+s can be estimated. There are

limitations, however, in that only states that involve ejection of one electron

from one MO, i.e., no simultaneous ejection of an electron and promotion of

another electron to another MO, are observed in PE spectroscopy. The four

general types of electron configurations possible for 2M+s are given in

Figure 11. Of these, only G and A-types are the observable Koopmans

configurations while B and C-types are non-Koopmans configurations (not

observable in PE spectra). The G-type is the ground state configuration, the

A-type involves electron promotion from a doubly to singly (d-*s) occupied

MO while types B and C involve promotion to virtual (v) MOs. A major

limitation is that all of these states are potentially observable in EA

spectroscopy and, therefore, not all EA bands observed can be accounted for

by energy differences in PE bands observed.

The presence of EA bands in the visible region for radical cations has

usually been explained by the availability of an electron "hole" in the

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) generated upon ionization of

the neutral parent. This allows for low energy transitions from doubly

occupied MOs to this singly occupied HOMO not available to the neutral

molecule. The lowest energy transition for the neutral molecule must be

from a doubly occupied MO to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO). However, the HOMO -* LUMO gap in the ion may red-shift and

also account for low energy EA bands. Finally, configuration interaction

(Cl) may lead to strong interactions between various states of the same

symmetry and result in long wavelength absorption.



Figure 11

General Types of Electronic Configurations Associated
with 2M+ Molecular Cations

(adapted from Ref. 14)
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Hückel Molecular Orbital (HMO) theory serves as an adequate

starting point in the computation of the electronic structure of planar,

conjugated hydrocarbons. Typically, the order of the lowest energy

transitions are predicted correctly and if they are of differing symmetries

Cl will not affect this order but may influence their relative energies by

interaction with higher energy configurations. If a poor correspondence

between experiment and theory is realized higher levels of theory which

incorporate Cl (simple HMO theory does not) may be employed.

The accuracy of computed vibrational frequencies and intensities is

limited by computer time and power available. The accuracy required for

comparison to experiment should be considered and a level of theory chosen

that adequately serves the purpose of the investigation. The vibrational

spectra of stable molecules, for which geometries and reasonable force

constants are known, may be computed by Wilson's method of F and G

matrices55 with subsequent refinement (of force constants) by minimizing

the differences between experimental and computed frequencies. However,

since there are usually more force constants than vibrational frequencies a

unique fit is not guaranteed and a variety of force constant combinations

may yield equally plausible results. Ab initio calculations may indicate

which set is the most physically reasonable and, importantly, may be the

only method by which to predict geometries and force constants of transient

species for which no molecular analogies are available. Once the

geometries and force constants of these species are computed Wilson's
method may be applied with greater confidence.56
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The harmonic approximation states that the potential energy of a

molecule is a quadratic function of the nuclear displacements of the

constituent atoms during the course of a vibration. This is shown in Figure

12 (dashed line) for a diatomic molecule in which the nuclear displacement

is simply compression and elongation of the bond about the equilibrium

bond distance. The actual or anharmonic potential energy is also shown in

Figure 12 (solid line). At small displacements the harmonic approximation

holds but deviates at larger displacements. Since the quadratic force

constant is the second derivative or curvature of the potential well surface

with respect to mass-weighted cartesian displacements, evaluated at the

equilibrium nuclear configuration,57 use of the harmonic approximation

typically over-estimates force constants and subsequent frequencies.

Although anharmonicity can be accounted for,"accumulated experience

suggests that the accuracy of calculated vibrational frequencies is affected

more by the quality of the calculated potential than by the inclusion of

anharmonicity."56 In Figure 13, it is shown that as the size of the basis set

increases for each Self Consistent Field (SCF) calculation with the eventual

inclusion of electron correlation (dotted to dashed to solid line) departure

from the "experimental" curve decreases. Hence, even if the harmonic

approximation is employed over-estimation of computed frequencies will

decrease as sophistication of the calculation increases. Frequencies are

typically over-estimated by ~10% and various scaling factors are used to

align experimental and computed frequencies.58 A constant scaling factor

was applied in this research but others have used mode-by-mode methods of

scaling.



Fixed Nucleus Potential Well Calculation (solid line) and
its Harmonic Approximation (dashed line)
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Figure 13

Effect of Basis Set and Level of Theory on Potential Well Calculations
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The emphasis of this chapter was to delineate the limitations of

computational methods employed during the course of this research.

Other, pertinent details concerning theoretical aspects of this research will

be presented in the context of the Results and Discussion chapter which
follows.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Para-Dichlorobenzene

The material presented here consists of frontier studies done on the

vibrational spectra of para-dichlorobenzene,59 para-dimethoxybenzene,60
and naphthalene61 cations as appear in articles published during the

course of this research. This investigation has been extended to perylene62
and anthracene63 cations as part of an ongoing program to systematically

study the vibrational spectra of PAH cations.

The radical cation of PDCB was chosen for the initial investigation

since its electronic absorption64 (10 K, Ar matrices), gas phase electronic

emission,65 and resonance Raman66 ( 77 K, freon mixture matrix) spectra

have been reported previously, but its infrared spectrum has not been. The

electronic absorption, fluorescence, resonance Raman and infrared spectra

of the PDCB radical cation in an argon matrix at 12 K are reported here.

Also, the results of an intermediate neglect of differential overlap

parametized for spectroscopy (INDO/S) calculation of its electronic excited

states and an ab initio Hartree-Fock Self Consistent Field (SCF) level

calculation of the harmonic frequencies of neutral and cationic PDCB are

presented.

The ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectrum of neutral PDCB in argon

at 12 K appears in Figure 14 with the lowest energy transition occurring at

280 nm. Two band systems between 550 and 280 nm become apparent

50



Figure14

UV-VisibleSpectrumofNeutralPDCBinAtMatrixat12K,ShowingBandSystemat280nmand
VisibleSpectrumofPDCBRadicalCationinArMatrixat12K,ShowingThreeBandSystemsMarkedS,CandÉ
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after deposition of the pulsed-glow discharge plasma. Friedman, Kelsall

and Andrews64 (FKA) had previously observed bands which correspond

very closely with the prominent bands at 520 and 322 nm and had assigned

them to the PDCB cation. The 520 nm band system was assigned to the

B2!^ «— X2B^ allowed transition.64,65 FKA assign all the vibronic bands in
the 520 - 440 nm region to one electronic transition and those in the 322 - 283

nm region to another transition. Based on the known photoelectron

spectrum of PDCB65 the 520 - 440 nm region is reassigned to contain two

electronic transitions. Table 4 lists the vibronic hands of the PDCB cation

along with their assignments while a comparison of optical absorption

bands and photoelectron bands is presented in Table 5. The energies of the

observed optical bands match very well with those predicted by subtraction

of the ionization energies of the ground and excited states of PDCB.

The infrared (IR) spectrum of neutral PDCB (in an Ar matrix at 12

K) is shown in Figure 15 (bottom), exhibiting prominent bands at 820, 1012,

1090 and 1480 cm1. The IR spectrum of the same sample matrix showing

the 520 and 322 nm optical bands discussed earlier is presented in Figure 15

(top). Bands not observed for neutral PDCB appear at 843, 986, 1110 and 1429

cm1. If the newly observed IR bands are due to the PDCB cation and the 520

nm optical band has been correctly attributed to the same species, then a

linear correlation should exist between the relative intensities of the optical

and IR bands. To establish this relationship a series of experiments were

performed with varying deposition times, pulsed-glow discharge pulse

rates and discharge configurations. The ratio of the 520 nm band
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Table 4

Visible/UV Absorption Bands of PDCB Cation in Ar Matrix at 12 K

1/nm Wcm'1 Av/cm'1 Assignment

528.0 18939 —273 Site

520.5 19212 0 Origin: B2B3u
511.7 19543 331 V6

503.8 19 849 637 2v6
498.6 20 056 844

490.6 20 383 0 Origin:
482.6 20 721 338

475.9 21013 630 2V6
467.8 21376 993 3v6
456.0 21930 1547

449.6 22 242 1859 v2 + v6

322.4 31017 0 Origin: É
315.0 31746 729

311.5 32 102 1085

308.1 32 457 1440 2V5
305.0 32 787 1770 y5 + v4

301.3 33189 2172 3v5
298.5 33501 2484 v4 + 2v5
295.2 33 875 2858 4v5
292.3 34 602 3585 5v5 or 2v4 + 2v5
283.5 35 273 4256 6v5
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Table 5

Comparison of the PDCB Cation Optical Absorption
Transitions with the Photoelectron Bands

State8 IEJ eV8 IE{ — ZE(2B2g)
Optical
transition in
Ar matrix

X2B2g 8.98 0.0

A2Blg 9.87 0.89 eV

(1393 nm, 7178 cm1)

Not obs.;
Forbidden

b2b3u 11.36 2.38 eV

(520.9 nm, 19 195 cm1)

2.38 eV

(520.5 nm, 19 212 cm1)

C2B2U 11.49 2.51 eV

(494.0 nm, 20 243 cm1)

2.53 eV

(490.6 nm, 20 383 cm1)

E 12.8 3.82 eV

(324.6 nm, 30 808 cm1)

3.84 eV

(322.4 nm, 31 017 cm1)

From Ref. 65.



Figure15

FTIRSpectraofNeutralPDCB(top)andNeutralPlusCationPDCB(bottom)inArMatrixat12K
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absorbance to the 1429 cnr1 band absorbance was found to be consistently

-16. A correlation diagram for the four IR bands suspected of being due to

the PDCB cation is presented in Figure 16. For the eight different

experiments performed, an excellent correlation was found. To further test

the validity of this method, correlation of the 520 nm band absorbance to the

neutral PDCB IR band absorbances observed over this series of experiments

was checked and, as would be expected, was found to be poor. Another IR

band at 951 cm1 (marked as an inverted triangle in Figure 15) was observed

upon pulsed-glow deposition but it did not correlate with the 520 nm PDCB

cation band and thus is unassigned at present.

Further confirmation of assignment of the four IR bands to the PDCB

cation was established through a photolysis experiment. A pulsed-glow

discharge matrix was irradiated using a medium pressure Hg lamp (with

a \<420 nm cutoff filter) for 20 minutes. This resulted in an approximately

twofold decrease of both the 520 nm band and the four IR band intensities,

while the 280 nm neutral PDCB band intensity remained essentially

constant. Therefore, the four IR bands initially suspected of being due to

the PDCB cation, can be conclusively assigned to this matrix species.

Shown in Figures 17 and 18 are the fluorescence and resonance

Raman spectra of PDCB cation. Both broad (fluorescence from the B2B3u
state) and sharp (resonance Raman lines) features are apparent in the

spectrum shown in Figure 17 (excited by 10 mW, 514.5 nm Ar ion laser

radiation). Previous Raman work by Kato, Muraki and Shida66 is compared

to the present results in Table 6. The broad bands from Figure 17 are

analyzed in Table 7 and it can be seen that the vibrational intervals



Figure16

Correlationof520nmVisibleAbsorptionBandAbsorbanceofPDCBCationwithFourIRBandAbsorbances
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Figure17

FluorescenceandRamanBandsofPDCBCationinArMatrixat12KExcitedby514.4nmArIonLaserRadiation (blackeneddotsindicatesharpResonance-Ramanbandswhilebroadbandsareduetofluorescence)
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Figure18

FluorescenceofPDCBCationinArMatrixat12KExcitedby488.0nmArIonLaserRadiation, ShowingEmissionfromTwoSites(AandB)
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Table 6

Resonance Raman Bands of the PDCB Cation in Ar Matrix at 12 K

(Av/cm1)

In freon mixture, 77 K, In argon matrix, 12K, pulsed-
... _ . , ... . _ . Assignment

y irradiation8 (P/cm1) glow dischargeb (AWcm )

330 P6
nnnboo 660 2v6
990 990 3p6

1115 1113 P4
1195 1189 P3
1447 1443 v4 + v6
1601 1598 P2
1932 1928 P2 + P6

2258 y2 + 2y6
2714 2711 v2 + y4

3196 2y2

a 538.27 nm laser excitation; Ref. 66.
b 514.5 nm laser excitation; present work.
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Table 7

Fluorescence Bands of PDCB Cation in Ar Matrix at 12 K

514 nm exc. 488.0 nm exc.

A v/®cm -1 v/cm'1 A v/hcm'1

A Series B Series

A v/'cm 1 v/cm’1 A v^cm'1 A vAcm 1 v/cm'1 A v/'cm 1 Assign1

384 19052 0 1402 19089 0 1619 18873 0

716 18720 332 1704 18789 300 1947 18545 328 V6

1040 18396 332 + 324 2027 18465 300 + 324 2294 18198 328 + 347 2v6

1485 17951 1101 2508 17964 1105 2766 17726 1147 v4

1988 17448 1604 2989 17503 1586 3231 17260 1612 v2

2318 17124 1604 + 324 3304 17188 1586 + 318 3564 16928 1612 + 332 V2 + v6

2643 16793 1604 + 324 3632 16860 1586 + 318 v2 + 2v6

+ 331 + 328

3094 16342 1604 + 1106 v2 + v6

a Displacement from laser excitation line at 514.5 nm (19 436 cm1).
b Displacement from 19 052 cm 1 (0-0) band.
c Displacement from laser exc. line 488.0 nm (20 492 cm1).
d Displacement from 19 089 cm 1 (0-0) line (A series origin).
e Displacement from 18 873 cm 1 (0-0) line (B series origin).
f Assignment for all three columns: 514.5 nm excitation, 488.0 nm excitation; series A

and B.
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(compared to the Raman lines observed) match quite closely. Only broad

band emission is observed upon excitation by the 488 nm Ar ion laser line

(cf. Fig. 18 and Table 7). The spectrum in Figure 18 indicates the presence

of "extra" fluorescence bands (labeled as series B) as compared to those

apparent in Figure 17. The existence of two distinct sites in the matrix,

giving rise to the 520 (A series) and 528 (B series) nm optical absorbances,

can account for this observation. Simultaneous excitation of PDCB cations

in both sites by the 488 nm radiation could occur resulting in dual emission.

Also, FKA have assigned the 528 nm absorption as a "site" band. Excitation

by the 514.5 nm line of the B site is apparently less probable.

Theoretical calculations were performed on the excited electronic

states of PDCB cation as an aid to the confirmation of previously assigned

transitions and/or assignment of unknown transitions observed (cf. Fig.

14). The geometrical structures for neutral and cationic PDCB were

optimized using the INDO/1 method.67,68 Bond distances obtained for

neutral (cationic) PDCB were rc.H = 1.093 Á (1.101Á), rc.cl = 1.777 Á (1.738

Á), rc_c = 1.381 A (1.408 Á) for the C-C bonds adjacent to the C-Cl bonds and

r'c.c = 1.395 Á (1.357 Á) for the central C-C bonds.
The INDO/S model69,70 was used to determine the electronic spectra

of both neutral and cationic PDCB. A 1B2u (3 x 10^) state at 37,500 cm1, a

1B2u state at 39,100 cm1, and a 1B3u (0.0177) state at 40,200 cm1 (calculated

oscillator strength in parentheses) were computed for neutral PDCB. The

lowest energy band with \max = 280 nm (=35, 760 cm1) shown in Figure 14 is

in generally good agreement with the weakly allowed 1B2u state computed to

occur at 37,500 cm1. For the PDCB cation, since the calculation (which
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includes configuration interaction) refers to the 2B2g ground state, the
calculated values should be compared to the band maxima in Figure 14.

The calculated spectrum for the cation is shown in Table 8 and the order of

low-lying states is in accord with that suggested earlier.65
The first excited state of the cation is a 2Blg state calculated at 0.68 eV;

it is observed in the ionization but not the absorption spectrum. The

213^ <— 2B2g allowed transition is calculated to be 0.5 eV higher in energy

than that observed (2.89 instead of 2.40 eV). The first of two possible

assignments for the higher-lying transitions is suggested in Table 8. The

assignment of Á through 0 is in agreement with previous assignments65
and is also consistent with observed intensities (cf. Fig. 14). The observed

features at 2.72 and 3.97 eV are assigned to D GB.^) and E GB^),
corresponding to computed energies of 3.23 and 3.41 eV, respectively. The

second suggested assignment results from the observation both 2B3u at 2.89

eV and 2B2u at 3.14 eV are calculated to be 0.5 - 0.6 eV higher in energy than

observed. If this is a consistent trend then the E state might be assigned to

the third calculated 2B3u state at 4.26 eV while the broad, structureless

feature observed at 2.72 eV could be assigned to the second calculated 2B3u

state at 3.41 eV. Optical polarization data would aid in distinguishing

between these two possibilities.

To determine the effect of ionization on the vibrational force constants

of specific bonds in PDCB, an ab initio Hartree-Fock SCF level calculation

(6-31 G basis; for open shells, ROHF) was performed. Initially, the

geometries of the neutral parent and the radical cation were optimized

using the GAMESS program.51,52 The optimized geometries found are
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Table 8

Calculated and Observed Spectra of PDCB Cation (Energies in eV)

Observed (cf. Table 5) Calculated (INDO/S)
AIEa Opt. (Ar e (Koopmans) Cl Assignment

matrixb) neutral0 catione-d

X2B*
A’B* 0.89 0.20 0.68 2Blg

2.38 2.40 2.65 2.89(0.156) 2B3u

C2B, 2.51 2.58 2.45 3.14 2B2U

D2B* 2.72 2.55 3.23 2B3g
É 3.82 3.97 3.35 3.41(0.081) 2B3U

3.52 2Ag
4.26(0.054) 2Bgu
4.87(0.185) 2AU
4.88(0.000) 2Blu
5.31(0.094) 2AU

a The first IE of is 8.98 eV. All others are relative to this; see Ref. 65.
b See Fig. 14. These are estimated vmax.
c Relative to the first molecular orbital eigenvalue of 9.74 eV.
d The numbers in parentheses are calculated oscillator strengths from the

2Blg ground state of the cation.
e The first IE is calculated at 9.00 eV. All others are relative to this.
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(radical cation figures in parentheses) rc.H = 1.070 Á (1.070 Á), rc.cl = 1.805

Á (1.742 Á), rc_c = 1.380 Á (1.419 Á) for the C-C bonds adjacent to the C-Cl

bonds, and r'c.c = 1.388 Á (1.359 Á) for the central C-C bonds. The values

are in good agreement with those found using the INDO/1 method. The

relative decrease of the rc.cl and r'c_c lengths and the increase of the rc_c

adjacent bonds is consistent with the removal of an electron from the

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of PDCB. This n molecular

orbital (cf. Fig. 19) is antibonding with respect to the C-Cl and central C-C

bonds and bonding with respect to the adjacent C-C bonds.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies for PDCB neutral and radical

cation species were calculated using the GAMESS program. Vibrational

frequencies calculated at the SCF level are typically overestimated by -10%

because of the harmonic approximation used and the neglect of electron

correlation effects.56'58,71 To account for this, a scaling factor of 0.9 has been

adopted to adjust the calculated frequencies. Previous experience has

shown that the match with experimental vibrational frequencies using

such a scaling factor is usually ± 50 cm1.56'58'71 Calculated, scaled, and

experimental frequencies for neutral PDCB72'75 and its radical cation are

given in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. Good agreement is found between the

scaled and experimental frequencies for both species. The observation that

the lower-frequency modes need not be scaled as severely as the higher-

frequency modes is in agreement with a SCF calculation (6-31 G* basis)

done by Rohlfing et al.75 The presence of polarization functions (d orbitals)

on carbon and chlorine in 6-31 G* generally decreases the calculated out-of-

plane mode frequencies (a,,, bjg, b2g, and b^) relative to the values obtained



Figure 19

Schematic of HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) of PDCB Cation
(adapted from Ref. 66)
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Table 9

Calculated and Observed Vibrational Frequencies (cm1)
for Neutral PDCB

Mode Sym. Calc. Scaled (0.9) Expt.a

1 ag 3403 3063 3072
2 1777 1599 1574
3 1329 1196 1169
4 1186 1067 1096
5 804 724 747
6 344 310 328
7 au 1169 1052 951
8 478 430 405
9 bjg 987 888 815

10 biu 3385 3046 3078
11 1668 1501 1477
12 1208 1087 1090
13 1135 1021 1015
14 554 499 550
15 b2g 1168 1051 934
16 826 743 687
17 333 300 298
18 b& 3400 3060 3087
19 1533 1398 1394
20 1331 1198 1220
21 1228 1105 1107
22 223 201 226
23 b3g 3386 3047 3065
24 1783 1605 1577
25 1479 1331 1290
26 712 641 626
27 375 337 350
28 b& 998 898 819
29 577 519 485
30 112 101 122

a Reference 72 - 75.
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Table 10

Calculated and Observed Vibrational Frequencies (cm1) for PDCB Cation

Mode Sym. Calc. Scaled (0.9) Expt.a

1 ag 3417 3075
2 1814 1633 1598
3 1354 1219 1189
4 1204 1084 1113
5 801 721
6 346 311 330
7 au 1190 1071
8 419 377
9 big 947 852

10 biu 3402 3062
11 1596 1436 1429
12 1247 1122
13 1178 1060 1110
14 575 517
15 b2g 1181 1063
16 796 716
17 273 246
18 b^u 3415 3073
19 1624 1462
20 1423 1281
21 1070 963 986
22 238 214
23 b^g 3402 3062
24 1553 1398
25 1336 1239
26 622 560
27 385 346
28 bsu 997 897 843
29 558 502
30 89 80

a Present work.
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with the 6-31 G basis. This may be due to the ability of the polarization

functions to better accommodate charge build up in the n system during

out-of-plane motion. Interestingly, the calculated IR intensities indicate

that the two blu modes (1429 and 1110 cm1) of the ionic form should be the

most intense and indeed these are the most prominent experimental ionic

bands.

In attempting a mode-by-mode comparison between the neutral and

ionic species, problems arise. One expects a simple inverse relationship

between bond lengths and stretching force constants. However, normal

coordinate frequency shifts cannot be so simply described because coupling

of various internal coordinates varies as a function of the geometry changes

and the force constant changes which result from ionization. Nevertheless,

comparisons can be made by first coupling calculated neutral and ionic

vibrational frequencies by symmetry and then by energy, within each

symmetry block. Finally, after scaling, the energy shifts can be compared

to the experimental values.

Calculated and scaled neutral-to-ionic frequency shifts are compared

in Table 11. The direction of the frequency shift is correctly predicted for all

observed bands except for the b3u mode. This mode differs from the others

since it is the only out-of-plane mode observed. The shifts for the Raman-

active totally symmetric modes match better than the IR-active modes.

This may be due to the greater interaction with the host matrix of

transitions involving a dipole moment change with subsequent polarization

of the matrix.
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Table 11

Calculated and Observed Vibrational Frequency Shifts
Upon Ionization of PDCB

Mode Sym.
Shift (Vion t’ngytfa], CIU U

Calc.Scaled (0.9)Expt.

2 ag +37 +33 +24
3 +25 +22 +20
4 +18 +16 +17
6 +2 +2 +2

11 -72 -65 -48
13 +43 +39 +95
21 f>2u -158 -142 -121
28 ¿>3u -1 -1 +24
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In order to discuss the effect of ionization on specific bonds, it is

necessary to transform the normal coordinates to internal coordinates.

Boatz and Gordon76 have introduced such a vibrational decomposition

scheme in which symmetry-adapted normal coordinate frequencies are

transformed into intrinsic frequencies. These latter represent the sum of

the contributions of all normal modes of a vibration to a particular internal

coordinate. Calculated intrinsic frequencies may vary depending on the

specific internal coordinates used, but usually do not differ by more than

~10 cm1, particularly for bond stretches. Only intrinsic stretching

frequencies and force constants are presented here. The quantities

calculated for PDCB, using the method of Boatz and Gordon, are given in

Tables 12 and 13, respectively. It may be seen that, upon ionization, the C-

C1 force constant rises from 2.509 to 3.237 mdyn/Á, the central C-C force

constants also rise from 6.002 to 7.289 mdyn/Á, while the adjacent C-C force

constants drop from 6.237 to 4.577 mdyn/Á. From the optimized geometries,

described previously, it has already been noted that, upon ionization, an

increase in the C-Cl and central C-C and decrease in the adjacent C-C bond

strengths is expected. This expectation is fully borne out by the calculated

intrinsic frequencies and force constants described here.

A similar trend was also found by Emstbrunner and coworkers46 in a

normal coordinate analysis of neutral and cationic para-

dimethoxybenzene. They found the ring C-0 force constant increased 25%

(compared to 29% for C-Cl in PDCB), while the central C-C bond force

constant increased 6% (20% for PDCB), and the adjacent C-C bond force

constant decreased 10% (compared to 25% for PDCB).
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Table 12

Calculated Intrinsic Stretching Frequencies
and Force Constants for Neutral PDCB

Bond
Frequency (cm1)

Calc. Scaled (0.9)

Force constant (mdyn/Á)
Calc. Scaled (0.9)

C—H 3388 3049 6.287 5.658
C—Cl 728 655 2.788 2.509
C—Ca 1373 1236 6.669 6.002
C—C -1400 1260 -6.930 6.237

a The central C—C bonds.

Table 13

Calculated Intrinsic Stretching Frequencies
and Force Constants for PDCB Cation

Frequency (cm1) Force Constant (mdyn/Á)
Bond

Calc. Scaled (0.9) Calc. Scaled (0.9)

C—H 3401 3061 6.335 5.701
C—Cl 827 744 3.597 3.237
C—Ca 1514 1363 8.099 7.289
C—C -1198 1078 -5.086 4.577

a The central C—C bonds.
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The aforementioned intrinsic frequency analysis makes clear why

certain bands blue shift and others red shift upon ionization. Consider

modes 2 and 11: examination of the eigenvectors for neutral PDCB indicate

they are associated primarily with central C-C and adjacent C-C bond

stretching motions, respectively. Since the force constant for the former

increases and for the latter decreases, the blue shift of 24 cm1 for mode 2

and the red shift of -48 cm1 for mode 11 is expected. The ratio of the

absolute magnitudes of the frequency shifts for modes 11 and 2 is two and

this tracks exactly the number of C-C bond stretches involved in each mode,

i.e., there are twice as many adjacent as there are central C-C bonds. This

is also consistent with the removal of an electron from the HOMO which is

bonding with respect to the adjacent C-C bonds but antibonding with respect

to the central C-C bonds (cf. Fig. 19). For further clarification the Raman-

active (ag) and IR-active normal modes (cf. Table 11) observed for PDCB
cation are sketched in Figures 20 and 21, respectively.

The FTICR mass spectrum of pulsed-glow discharged para-

dichlorobenzene seeded in Ar is shown in Figure 22. Prominent peaks are

observed at (relative intensities in parentheses) 186 (18), 146 (42), 111 (95), 75

(50) and 40 (100) amu. Isotopic 37C1 and 35C1 multiplets are associated with

the first three peaks and are assigned as the chlorine-containing species

ArC6H4Cl2+, C6H4CV and C6H4C1+, respectively. The 75 amu peak

corresponds to C^H^ while that at 40 amu results from incomplete ejection

of Ar+. The preponderance of non-parent ion species (C6H4C1+ and CeH3+)

present in this mass spectrum provokes the question: Is the parent ion the
sole species present in the matrix under study? Spectroscopic evidence for



Figure 20

Raman-Active (ag) Normal Modes Observed for PDCB Cation
(clockwise from upper left: modes 2, 3, 4 and 6,

same orientation as in Fig. 19, bonds are removed for clarity)
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Figure 21

Infrared-Active Normal Modes Observed for PDCB Cation
(clockwise from upper left: modes 11, 13, 21 and 28,

same orientation as Fig. 19 except mode 28 which is viewed
along the C-Cl axis, bonds are excluded for clarity)
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Figure22

FTICRMassSpectrumofPulsed-GlowDischargedPDCBSeededinAr
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PDCB neutral and/or ionic fragments in the matrices investigated is absent

but the possibility of fragmentation appears in the study of para-

dimethoxybenzene and naphthalene (vide infra). Recombination of

fragments, e.g., C6H4C1+ + Cl (CD -» C6H4Cl2+ (C6H4Cl2) may occur as the

matrix forms, regenerating parent, cationic (neutral) PDCB, and changing

the matrix composition (relative to the gas phase). Because of this

possibility, correlation of mass spectra with subsequent spectroscopic

investigation of matrix isolated species is problematic. Emphasis has been

placed, rather, on correlating different spectroscopic observations, e.g.,

UV-vis and IR spectra, made on the same matrix as well as incorporating

theoretical computations of chemical species under study.

Pulsed-glow discharge/matrix isolation has been employed to obtain

and stabilize quantities of PDCB parent ion sufficient to observe directly

several infrared and Raman-active fundamental vibrational modes.

Correlation analysis of known and well characterized visible bands with

suspected IR absorbances due to PDCB+ coupled with theoretical

computations have allowed assignments to be made with confidence. In

addition, changes in bonding and subsequent shifts in vibrational

frequencies as well as intensity patterns have been addressed. Preliminary

FTICR/MS experiments performed, however, suggest the complexity of the

gas phase plasma formed and invite inquires concerning the composition of

the matrix formed. All this leads to a few very important questions. (1) Is

this ion generation method gentle enough to produce parent ion solely? (2)

If not, how can degradation products be accounted for or can the sought-
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after species be selectively investigated in the presence of other matrix

constituents? (3) How does the efficiency of this method compare to

methods previously reported and how might ion production be enhanced?

These questions are addressed now for PDCB and are considered further

during the discussions on para-dimethoxybenzene and naphthalene.

The first two questions are very much related and are answered first.

FKA64 recorded the visible absorption spectrum of PDCB+ by two methods:

(1) Filtered high-pressure Hg arc photolysis of the pre-formed matrix

containing PDCB neutral and (2) microwave-powered discharge of flowing

Ar directed at the matrix window during deposition. In either case, the

spectra obtained were identical (except for absolute intensities) and

indistinguishable from those obtained by pulsed-glow discharge.

Comparison of the resonance Raman spectrum presented previously

(in Ar at 12 K) with that reported by Kato, Muraki and Shida66 (in freon

mixture at 77 K with y-irradiation) lends further support for production (or

at least selective probing) of PDCB parent ion only. As shown in Table 6,

the bands observed are very similar despite differences in ion production

method, matrix media and temperatures.

The gas phase emission spectrum reported by Maier and Marthaler65

(produced by controlled electron impact) compares favorably with the

matrix fluorescence spectrum obtained (cf. their Fig. 1 and our Fig. 17),

exhibiting vibronic structure involving 330 and 1600 cm1 modes. The vapor

phase and matrix origins occur at 19,620 and 19,130 cm1, respectively. A

red gas-to-matrix shift of -500 cm-1 is not unreasonable for solvation of the

ion. Based on these comparisons, it is concluded that PDCB parent ion is
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the predominant cationic matrix species produced by pulsed-glow

discharge/deposition. In addition, preliminary FTICR/MS gas phase

results apparently do not accurately reflect the final matrix composition

due to surface reactions during deposition and/or differences in

experimental configurations. Finally, whether evidence indicates

exclusive production of the sought-after species or not separate means

(experimental and/or theoretical) must be employed to substantiate

assignment of newly observed spectral features to the chemical species

under investigation.

The first part of the last question concerns ion production efficiency.

This is best answered by comparison of relative absorbances of optical

bands. A maximum relative intensity of the 520 nm PDCB+ band to the 280

nm neutral PDCB band was reported to be ~1 by FKA64. The best results

obtained presently show a -threefold increase in this ratio. FKA report a

520 nm maximum absorbance of 0.60 while A s 1.6 from our work. An

estimate of the actual number of ions trapped can be made by assuming an

extinction coefficient of 5 x 104 £ cm-1 mol1 for the electronically allowed 520

nm transition and a matrix thickness of 5 ^im. This yields a cation number

density of -4 x 1019 cations/cm3 which for a cross-sectional area of 2.8 cm2

(the window diameter is 0.75 in.) gives -5 x 1016 radical cations trapped in

the matrix. The pulse value operates at 2 Hz (with discharge), so over a

typical 4 h deposition, 2.88 x 104 pulses occur producing 2 x 1012 PDCB ions

per pulse.

Comparison of theoretically calculated oscillator strengths with

observed absorbances for neutral and cationic IR bands provides an
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estimate of the relative concentrations of neutral and cationic PDCB present

in the matrix. As an initial check of reliability the calculated intensity and

observed absorbance ratios for the prominent 1477 and 1090 cnr1 neutral

bands were compared. The ratio was calculated to be equal to 1 and

observed to be equal to 0.97 (=A1477/Aio9oX For the prominent 1429 and 1110

cm1 cation bands, the calculated ratio G1429/I1110) is 1.37 compared to 0.68

determined experimentally. The greater disparity for the cation is not

unexpected since the observed absorbances for the ion are an order of

magnitude less than those of neutral PDCB.

An estimate of the relative concentrations of neutral to ionic PDCB

may be obtained from the theoretical neutral-to-ion intensity ratio (I) for a

pair of IR bands and the experimental neutral-to-ion absorbance ratio (A)

for the same two bands. The ratio (A/I) gives the relative neutral-to-ion

concentration, i.e., there are (A/I) more neutral PDCB molecules than

PDCB cations. To convert to a percentage we use x + (A/l)x = 100%, where

x is the percentage of cations present in the matrix. Comparing the

prominent neutral and cationic bands mentioned previously, a 2 - 4 % net

conversion is estimated. Assuming that experimental error is small

compared with theoretical accuracy and that calculated intensities58 are

correct within a factor of 2, an upper limit of -10% conversion is estimated.

The -10% conversion is typical (vide infra) for ion production/

trapping which is adequate for revealing IR spectral features attributed to

molecular ions of interest. However, the presence of neutral IR bands

makes observation of new ion bands more difficult especially if IR frequency

shifts (upon ionization) are small. Fortunately, in some instances intensity
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changes (to be discussed later) upon ionization result in the appearance of

intense ion bands in the midst of relatively weak neutral bands in spite of

the greater relative concentration of neutral precursor to parent ion. Even

so, enhancement of ion production/trapping efficiency is desired and can be

achieved by addition of electron traps, e.g., CC14. It should be noted that

PDCB radical cation was investigated exclusively without the addition of

CC14. This was not the case for para-dimethoxybenzene and naphthalene.

Results and discussion for these molecules follows.

Para-Dimethoxvbenzene

The para-dimethoxybenzene radical cation was chosen for

investigation since Johnston et al.22 had, very recently, presented evidence

for the presence of this species in (on) Cu-exchanged montmorillinite based

on the observation of several IR bands which correlated with visible

absorption bands associated with the ion. In addition, this molecule serves

as a slightly more complex system (relative to PDCB) on which to test and

develop the method of pulsed-glow discharge/matrix isolation for the

purpose of obtaining vibrational spectra of radical cations derived from

aromatic, organic molecules.

The UV spectrum of neutral PDMOB in Ar at 12 K formed by pulsed

deposition without electrical discharge is shown in Figure 23. This figure

also shows the visible spectrum of PDMOB cation formed by pulsed-glow

discharge without the electron trap, CC14, added. For neutral PDMOB a



Figure23

Visible/UVSpectraofPDMOBNeutral(\<300nm)and RadicalCation(300<\<470nm)inanArMatrixat12K
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band system begins at approximately 300 nm while for the cation a band

system exhibiting vibronic structure covers the 460 to 320 nm range.

The IR spectrum of neutral PDMOB is presented in Figure 24

(bottom) while that of pulsed-glow discharge neutral plus CC14 is shown at

the top of the same figure. Many new IR bands occur as a result of the

electrical discharge, some of which are ascribed to the PDMOB cation while

others are attributed to various species derived from CC14.77'81 The addition

of CC14 to argon (~3%) enhances the formation of PDMOB cations but
results in the formation of several species emanating from the CC14 seed

which must be accounted for (they are indicated in the figure). To

determine which of the remaining bands are due to the PDMOB cation, a

correlation was sought between these IR bands and the 460 nm optical

absorption band. As mentioned previously for the PDCB cation, a plot of the

IR absorbance for each vibrational band as a function of the visible band

intensity should yield a straight line which passes through the origin if

both IR and visible bands are due to the same chemical species. A positive

correlation was determined to exist for the 1309, 1342, 1388 and 1427 cm1

frequencies which are marked by blackened circles in Figure 24 (top).

Overlap of the 1304 cm1 shoulder with the 1309 cm1 band precluded

correlation analysis of this band. A graph of the positive correlation of the

four bands mentioned to the 460 nm band is shown in Figure 25. The

presence of new IR bands does not prove, in and of itself, that these bands

are assignable to the cationic species under study. For example, six other

bands at 737, 844, 852, 948, 974 and 987 cm1 (marked by black inverted



Figure24

InfraredSpectraofDischargedPDMOB/CCl4/ArMixture(top) ShowingNeutralandRadicalCation(blackcircles)Bandsand OnlyNeutralPDMOBMolecules(bottom)inanArMatrixat12K. BandswithBlackInvertedTrianglesareUnassigned
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CorrelationDiagrambetween460nmVisibleBandandFourIRPeaks (VaryingAbsorbancesProducedbyDifferentPhotolysisTimes)
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triangles in Figure 24) do not correlate with the 460 nm band and remain

unassigned at this point.

Spectra obtained before and after photolysis are shown in Figure 26.

Included are the PDMOB radical cation plus discharged CC14 in Ar before

(A) and after (B) photolysis and discharged CC14 in Ar before (C) and after

(D) photolysis. The 460 nm PDMOB cation band and a broad featureless

band centered -375 nm are apparent in spectrum A. After 25 minutes

photolysis, spectrum A has degraded to spectrum B in which the broad

band has been greatly reduced in intensity while the 460 nm band intensity

remained essentially constant. A broad asymmetric band with maxima at

375 and 425 nm is apparent in spectrum C while after 25 minutes photolysis

spectrum D is produced. Photolysis has reduced the 425 nm substantially

while the 375 nm band has decreased somewhat but this is uncertain since

the bands overlap severely. The infrared spectra taken on the same

sample/matrix showed a complete disappearance of the 927 cnr1 band after

25 minutes photolysis. This tracked the behavior of bands in the visible

region discussed previously. At the same time the 1037 cnr1 band remained

unchanged and neutral CC14 peaks increased in intensity. PDMOB cation

IR and visible bands decreased but were not completely diminished even

after photolysis for up to six (6) hours. The 1037 cnr1 peak is assigned to the

CC13+ ion77'80 while the 927 cnr1 had previously been assigned to the CC14+
ion81 and had recently been reassigned82,83 to the CC13 • Cl species.

Photolytic behavior suggests that the 425 nm optical band could be assigned
to CC14+ in accord with that reported by Andrews et al.84 However, based on

our results {vide infra) it is assigned to CC13 • Cl. In either case it is



Figure 26

Visible/UV Spectra of

(A) Unphotolyzed PDMOB Radical Cation Formed from
Discharged PDMOB/CCl4/Ar Mixture;

(B) Spectrum A after 25 Minutes Photolysis;
(C) Discharged CCl4/Ar Mixtrue before Photolysis;
(D) Spectrum C after 25 Minutes Photolysis. All in Ar at 12 K.
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apparent that species other than PDMOB cation and CC13+ are

preferentially neutralized and/or decomposed upon photolysis. The role of

CC14 as an electron trap and ionization enhancer will be discussed later.

Similar to the vibrational analysis done on the PDCB system, ab initio

Hartree-Fock SCF level calculation (6-31 G basis; for open shells ROHF) was

performed to calculate the harmonic vibrational frequencies of neutral

PDMOB and its cation. Geometries for both neutral and cationic PDMOB

were optimized and normal modes decomposed to assess the effect of

ionization upon specific bonds (C-H bonds are not included) within the

molecule. All of this was accomplished through the GAMESS program.51,52
Interatomic distances for C-C and C-0 bond types were computed to be

(cation values in parentheses): rc_c = 1.39 Á (1.42 Á) for the C-C bond

adjacent to the Cring-0 bond, rc.0 = 1.43 Á (1.46 Á) for the C-0 bond involving
o o

the methyl carbons, r'c.0 = 1.38 A (1.31 A) for the C-0 bonds involving the

ring carbon and r'c_c = 1.39 Á (1.36 Á) for the central C-C bonds. The
relative decrease of the r’c.0 and r'c.c bond lengths and increase of the rc.c

bond lengths upon ionization follows that of analogous bond length changes

discussed for PDCB.

Table 14 presents a comparison between the calculated (scaled)

harmonic frequencies and those determined experimentally for PDMOB

cation in an Ar matrix at 12 K and in a Cu-exchanged montmorillinite clay.

The computed, scaled 1451 cm1 band is reasonably assigned to the 1427 cm1

matrix (clay) band while the 1310 cm1 (scaled) frequency is assignable to

any of the remaining matrix bands observed. Based on intensities

assignment to the 1309 cm1 matrix band is the most reasonable.
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Table 14

Calculated and Observed IR Vibrational Frequencies (cm1)
for PDMOB Cation3

Infrared Frequency (cm1)

Calculated Scaled (0.9) Observed

Ar Matrixb Clay0
1689 1520 (1.00)d — 1550
1665 1499 (0.01) — 1502
1653 1488 (0.05) — —

1640 1476 (0.13) — 1438
1612 1451 (0.26) 1427 1427

1388 —

1342 1342
1456 1310 (0.97) 1309 1308
1407 1266 (0.09) 1304 1302
1272 1145 (0.01) — —

1243 1119(0.01) — 1238
1087 978 (0.27) — —

1051 946 (0.17) — —

986 888 (0.20) — —

a Only the most intense IR bands are reported.
b Ar matrix at 12 K
« Ref. 22
d Intensities are relative to this band.
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Observation of the relatively intense band computed at 1520 cm1 was

obscured by many intense neutral PDMOB bands present in the matrix

work but Johnstone et al. reported a 1550 cm-1 peak which may be assigned

to this calculated band. One explanation is that there are more PDMOB

cations (relative to neutrals) present in the clay due to cation exchange

capacity allowing for this band to be more readily discerned from the

neutral species. Estimation of the relative quantities of cationic and neutral

PDMOB in the Ar matrix will be discussed later.

Intrinsic stretching frequencies and force constants for neutral

PDMOB and its radical cation are presented in Table 15 and 16,

respectively. These computed values reflect the bond length changes upon

ionization discussed previously; rc.c increased and its associated (scaled)
force constant decreased by 18% (5.80 -* 4.74 mdyne/Á), rc_0 increased and

its force constant decreased by 22% (4.36 -» 3.39 mdyne/Á), while r'c_0 and

r'c_c decreased and their force constants increased by 3% (5.13 -» 7.10

mdyne/Á) and 20% (6.13 -» 7.37 mdyne/Á), respectively. These results are

comparable to those reported by Emstbrunner et al.46 discussed previously

in which the adjacent C-C force constant decreased 10%, the central C-C

force constant increased by 6% and the ring C-0 force constant increased by

25%. Although there are discrepancies between the magnitudes of change,

the direction (increase or decrease) is predicted consistently. Detailed

analysis relating how normal mode frequencies change, as was done with

PDCB, was not performed for PDMOB.
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Table 15

Calculated Intrinsic Stretching Frequencies and Force Constants
for Neutral PDMOB

Bond
Frequency (cm1) Force Constant (mdyne/Á)

Calc. Scaled (0.9) Calc. Scaled (0.9)

C—c 1355 1220 6.45 5.80
0methyl 0 1094 985 4.84 4.36

Cring—0 1194 1075 5.76 5.13
C Ca 1386 1247 6.81 6.13

a The central C-—C bonds.

Table 16

Calculated Intrinsic Stretching Frequencies and Force Constants
for PDMOB Cation

Bond
Frequency (cm1) Force Constant (mdyne/Á)

Calc. Scaled (0.9) Calc. Scaled (0.

C—C 1220 1098 5.27 4.74
O methyl O 966 869 3.77 3.39

Cring O 1398 1258 7.89 7.10
C Ca 1522 1370 8.19 7.37

The central C—C bonds.
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The FTICR mass spectrum of pulsed-glow discharged PDMOB

seeded in Ar is shown in Figure 27. Prominent peaks with relative

intensities in parentheses are observed at m/z equal to 139 (22.5), 138 (100),

123 (22.5), 95 (56), 67 (21), 65 (13) and 40 (7.5) amu. The 139,138,123 and 95

amu peaks are assigned as protonated neutral PDMOB (C8H10O2H+), parent

PDMOB ion (C8H10O2+), parent minus a methyl (CH3) group (C7H702+) and

parent minus methyl and carbon monoxide fragments (C6H70+),

respectively. The 67 and 65 amu peaks are unassigned while the 40 amu

peak is due to Ar+. This gas phase ensemble of ionic and neutral fragments

of the parent PDMOB indicates the complexity of the pulsed-glow discharge

plasma and the necessity for independent methods, e.g., correlation

analysis and theoretical computations, in order to assign correctly IR

absorbances for chemical species under investigation. Also, the

unassigned IR matrix bands could be due to such fragmented neutral

and/or ionic species.

The pulsed-glow discharge/matrix isolation method provided the

means by which IR bands were detected and attributed to para-

dimethoxybenzene radical cation. These bands occur at 1309 (1304

shoulder), 1342, 1388 and 1427 cnr1 and were assigned by monitoring and

correlating the 460 nm optical band previously assigned to the cation with

the IR bands via photolytic degradation. As emphasized in the discussion

of PDCB cation, independent checks are required to accurately assign

newly observed IR bands to the sought-after species of interest. In addition,

theoretical calculations were performed to characterize molecular bonding

changes evoked upon ionization.



Figure27

FTICRMassSpectrumofPulsed-GlowDischargedPDMOBSeededinAr
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The addition of CC14 to the PDMOB/argon gaseous plasma enhanced

significantly the quantity of radical cations trapped. As mentioned

previously, CC14 was not used in the study of PDCB+. Likewise PDMOB+
was also trapped without the addition of CC14. Therefore, other sources of

charge compensation must be operative, i.e., "free” electrons or anions

derived from impurities (or fragments) are trapped concurrently. Initially

it was assumed that CC14 serves simply as an electron scavenger but the

presence of several positive carbon tetrachloride product ions in the matrix

prompts consideration of alternative and/or additional roles for ion

formation/ trapping enhancement. This is discussed in greater detail in

the sections (to follow) involving naphthalene. For now, it seems clear that

one or more of the following gas phase mechanisms are involved:

photoionization by the Ar plasma (Ar resonance lines at 11.83 and 11.67 eV

lie above the 7.9 eV ionization potential of PDMOB), electron impact, charge

transfer, and/or Penning ionization of PDMOB by excited metastable Ar

atoms (metastable energies lie at 11.7 and 11.5 eV, cf. Table 3). It was also

observed that as the [PDMOB]/[Ar] ratio decreased the [PDMOB+]/[PDMOB]

ratio increased, i.e., more ions were trapped relative to the number of

trapped neutrals as the sample/matrix gas mixture became more dilute.

In addition to these gas phase processes, matrix-phase photoionization

should be considered since the ratio of intensities of the cation and neutral

PDMOB bands (visible and IR) increases slightly with deposition time. This

effect is probably due to Ar resonance irradiation of the pre-formed matrix

during additional matrix formation.
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An estimate of the ratio of PDMOB+ radical cations to neutral

PDMOB was made based on ab initio SCF-level theoretical intensities of

neutral and cationic IR bands observed experimentally. The calculated IR

intensity (I) for the 1213 cm1 (scaled by 0.9) neutral band is 363 km/mol

while that for the cation 1310 cm1 (scaled) band is 3389 km/mol, leading to

(11213/11310) = 0.11. The experimental absorbance (A) for the corresponding

1180 cm-1 neutral band was -0.09 while that for the 1310 cnr1 cation band

was -0.06 resulting in the ratio (A1180/A1310) = 1.5. The composite ratio,

(Au8o/A131o) / (I1213/I1310) = 1-5/0.11 = 14, gives the neutral to cation ratio, i.e.,

there are 14 neutral PDMOB molecules for every 1 PDMOB cation. This

equates to -7% neutral-to-ion conversion/trapping in the matrix.

Comparison of the matrix IR results with those obtained by Johnston

and co-workers for PDMOB cation in Cu-exchanged montmorillinite proves

interesting and informative. Infrared bands at 1238, 1302, 1308, 1342, 1427,

1438, 1502 and 1550 cnr1 were attributed to PDMOB cation by Johnston

et al.22 and four of these correspond well with the 1304, 1309, 1342 and 1427

cm4 argon matrix bands (cf. Table 14). The 1388 cnr1 matrix, and the 1438

and 1550 cm1 clay bands, however, do not correspond. Similar to the

matrix results, growth of the IR bands in the clay occurs simultaneously

with a pale blue to dark green color change and the growth of intense visible

bands at 400, 451 and 464 nm under anhydrous conditions. Upon exposure

to water vapor the visible bands and all the IR bands (except the 1238 and

1502 cm'1 ones) disappear on the order of minutes while the 1238 and 1502

cm'1 bands required hours to decay. The disappearance of PDMOB radical

cation is the result of reversible one-electron transfer between hydrated
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Cu2+ ion and the absorbed aromatic21 while the rate difference observed was

interpreted22 as a difference in surface sites onto which PDMOB cations are

absorbed. The overall striking feature is the very close correspondence of

PDMOB+ IR bands observed in the inert Ar matrix at 12 K with those

observed in the room temperature, Cu-exchanged montmorillinite clay.

This indicates that one of the clay sites is minimally perturbing and this is

consistent with the conclusion of Johnston et al. that PDMOB radical cation

is the predominant surface species produced from chemisorbed PDMOB

neutral on the Cu-exchanged montmorillinite clay.

Naphthalene

Naphthalene is the most simple of all PAH molecules and, hence, is

the logical first choice to begin a study of the radical cations of PAHs. The

experience and data accumulated during spectroscopic investigation of p-

dichlorobenzene and p-dimethoxybenzene radical cations lays the

foundation for the methodology employed to research the vibrational

spectrum of cationic naphthalene and other, increasingly complex, PAH

ions. It should be noted that electron bombardment, not pulsed-glow

discharge, was the primary method used in the study of naphthalene cation

since it proved capable of producing larger concentrations of trapped ions.

The visible spectrum of the naphthalene cation is well-known; it has

been studied by Andrews et al.85-87 in Ar matrices, Shida and co-

workers45, 88,89 in sec-butyl chloride and Freon matrices, and by Salama and

Allamandola90 in Ar and Ne matrices. A series of vibronic bands
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beginning at 675 nm (in Ar) characterizes the spectrum which is shown in

Figure 28. It corresponds very well to those obtained by the above authors.

Andrews and co-workers85'87 identified and characterized the naphthalene

cation transitions through comparison to photoelectron (PE) spectra.91
Vibrational fine structure is observed for the first PE transition only with a

progression in the totally symmetric carbon-carbon stretching mode of

-1370 cm1.91

As mentioned in the discussion of PDMOB radical cation, addition of

CC14 to the Ar matrix gas greatly enhances formation of the ion(s) under

study. In the case of N, the intensity of the N+ visible bands is increased by

a factor of 6 to 8. A maximum absorbance of 1.4 (\max = 675 nm) was

obtained after six hours of deposition. Note that gas phase electron

bombardment prior to deposition was employed in this study not

photoionization of a pre-formed matrix as in previous studies of N. The role

of CC14 (and species derived from it) as enhancers of ion formation and as a

source of counter ions in the matrix is discussed later.

The IR spectrum of the matrix/sample exhibiting the 675 nm visible

band is shown in Figure 29 (top); it consists of bands due to neutral and

cationic naphthalene as well as species derived from CC14. At the bottom of

Figure 29 is shown the IR spectrum of neutral N in Ar for which the 675

nm band is absent. New IR bands appear at 1537, 1525, 1519, 1401, 1218,

1215,1037, 1023, 1019, 1016, 927 and 898 cm-1 in the matrix showing the 675

nm visible band. The 1037, 927 and 898 cm-1 had previously been assigned to

(CC13+),79 (CC14+)79 and (CC13),81 respectively, while more recent studies82,83
assign the 1019 cnr1 band and reassign the 927 cm1 band to the unusual
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Visible/UVSpectraofNeutralandCationicNaphthaleneinArat12Kinthe290-700runSpectralRegion
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Figure29

InfraredSpectraofNeutral(bottom)andNeutralPlusCationicNaphthalene(top)inArat12K. NewPeaksDuetoCationareMarkedwithSolidCircles.
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complex CC13*C1. The 1525, 1215,1023 and 1016 cm-1 bands suspected to

belong to N+ (vide infra) overlap with neutral N and CC13*C1 bands

(cf. Fig. 29).

The most intense bands remaining occur at 1218 and 1215 cm-1. This

doublet band was subjected to correlation analysis, the results of which are

presented in Figure 30. The data represent ten different experiments in

which the 675 nm band absorbance varied (as a function of length of

deposition, intensity and energy of electron beam, and concentrations of

CC14 and N) from 0.16 to 1.4. Correlation between the visible band and the

1218/1215 cm-1 doublet is excellent with a linear regression correlation

coefficient of 0.997 and a slope of 5.90 ± 0.20. This indicates strongly that the

1218/1215 cm1 doublet is due to N-*". The weakness of the remaining six

bands (1537, 1525, 1519,1401, 1023 and 1016 cm1) disallowed similar

analysis, but it was apparent that all of these bands, except the 1537 cm-1

one, tracked the 1218/1215 cnr1 band intensity in a parallel manner.

Therefore, these bands are attributable to N+.

Various band intensities were affected markedly by photolysis of

matrices/samples by a medium-pressure Hg lamp. The UV-vis and IR

spectra obtained before photolysis are shown at the top of Figures 31 and 32,

respectively. The corresponding spectra obtained after five minutes

photolysis are presented at the bottom of Figures 31 and 32. As discussed

with PDMOB (cf. Fig. 26), photolysis results in almost complete

disappearance of the broad unstructured visible band at -420 nm. The

927 cm1 IR band (with a shoulder at 929 cm-1) also disappears almost

completely upon photolysis. (Recall the 420 nm visible and 927 cnr1 IR



Figure30

Correlationof675nmVisibleBandAbsorbanceofNaphthaleneCationwith1218cm1IRBandAbsorption.TheEmptySquareIndicatesDatumfromanExperimentwithCC14Absent.
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Figure31

Visible/UVSpectrumofNeutral(N)andCationic(N+)NaphthaleneinArat12KPriortoPhotolysis(top); SpectrumafterPhotolysisforFiveMinuteswithMedium-PressureHgLamp(bottom). NotethattheIntensityoftheBandSysteminthe300-500nmRange HasBeenCompressedTwo-foldforVisualClarity.
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Figure32

InfraredSpectraofNeutralandCationicNaphthaleneinAr,12K,PriortoPhotolysis(top)and AfterPhotolysis(bottom);SameSampleasinFigure31([CCl4]/[Ar]=3/1000)
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bands had been assigned to CC14+ but reassigned to the CC13*C1 species

recently; evidence for the latter assignment is presented below.) Other

changes were: an increase of 27% for the 898 cm1 (CC13) band and a

decrease of -40% and 9% for the 1037 cm-1 (CC13+) and all neutral N bands,

respectively. Concurrent with these observations the N+ 1218 cm-1 and 675

nm absorptions increased by -10%.

Pauzat, Talbi, Miller, Defrees and Ellinger92 calculated the

vibrational frequencies and IR intensities of N and N+ using Hartree-Fock

SCF level theory with 3-21 G and 6-31 G* basis sets. Results of this

calculation are given in Table 17 including both scaled and unsealed values

and excluding vibrations with zero IR intensities. Experimental data are

compared to computed values in the table, also. The following observations

are made upon comparison. (1) The most intense band(s) observed

experimentally at 1218/1215 cm1 matches reasonably well with the 1211

(1101) cm1 (the first value is the unsealed 3-21 G result and the value in

parentheses is from the scaled 6-31 G* calculation; cf. Ref. 92 for scaling

factors) band computed to be the most intense. Observation of the 1218/1215

cm-1 doublet raises the question: Are these two fundamental modes, each

assignable to distinct computed vibrations, or is there an alternative

explanation? The experimental 1218/1215 cm1 intensity ratio is -3:1 while

the computed 1211/1207 cm-1 (1101/1097 cm1) ratio is -50:1 (-60:1). Based on

these intensity ratios, assignment of the 1215 cm-1 experimental band to the

1207 (1097) cm-1 computed fundamental vibration is not acceptable. An

alternative explanation is that the 1215 cm1 resolved shoulder arises from

Fermi resonance with a combination of several lower energy modes. The
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Table 17

Theoretical and Experimental IR Bands for Naphthalene Cation

Symmetry and Description

ROHF/3-21G ROHF/6-31G* Experiment

vfcm'1 7e/k m/mol v^cm'1 /e/km/mol v'em'1 J fiREL

b2u r(CH) 3406 1 3114 7

blu r(CH) 3394 1 3104 0.3

blu r(CH) 3376 2 3087 0

b2u KCH) 3375 11 3090 13

b^RICO + piCH) + a(CCC) 1659 180(0.16) 1490 323 (0.28) 1525 0.16

bluR(CC) + p(CH) + a(CCC) 1658 147(0.13) 1519 133 (0.12) 1519 0.08

blup(CH) 1583 19 (0.02) 1387 33 (0.03) 1401 0.04

b2uR(CC) + p(CH) 1466 3 1289 10

bluR(CC) + p(CH) + a(CCC) 1431 5 1280 9

b2UR(CC) + p(CH) 1299 31 1140 14

b2uR(CC) + p(CH) 1211 1123(1.00) 1101 1136(1.00) 1218/1215 1.00

bluR(CC) + p(CH) + a(CCC) 1207 22 (0.02) 1097 19 (0.02) 1023 0.06

bju «(CH) 1165 1 1002 1

b2UR(CC) + p(CH) + a(CCC) 1058 662 (0.60) 1004 835 (0.70) 1016 0.20

bju €(CH) 898 162 777 116

b2u a(CCC) 635 324 484 563

b3u riCCC) 483 48 426 27

b3u riCCC) 175 5 156 3

a Theoretical symmetries, band descriptions, frequencies, and intensities from Ref. 92.
b Present work.
e Unsealed valued, Ref. 92.
d Scaled values, cf. Ref. 92 for scaling factors.
e Intensities in parentheses relative to 1211-cm'1 band (3-21G) and 1101-cm 1 band (6-31G*).
f Intensities relative to combined 1215- and 1218-cm 1 bands.
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1218/1215 cm1 doublet is assigned to the b.^ symmetry CH in-plane bending

vibration of N+ (calculated at 1211 (1101) cm1) on this basis. (2) The 1058

(1004), 1659 (1490), and 1658 (1519) cm-1 bands are computed to be the next

three most intense and these correspond to the observed bands at 1016, 1525,

and 1519 cm1, respectively. (3) The theoretical and experimental relative

intensity patterns match well (taking as unity the 1211 cm1 computed and

1218/1215 cm1 experimental band(s)). (4) Observation of the somewhat

intense 898 (777) cm-1 and 635 (484) computed vibrations was obscured by

CC14 or CC13 bands and precluded by BaF2 window absorption, respectively.

The partial resonance Raman spectrum (50 mW, 614.4 nm

Rhodamine 590 excitation) of N+ in Ar (0.1% CC14 ) at 12 K formed by

pulsed-glow discharge is shown in Figure 33. Sharp, resonance Raman

lines corresponding to fundamental modes occur at 510, 765, and 1400 cnr1

while the 510 cm-1 second overtone (~1010 cm1) and combination bands at

1275 (510 + 765) cm-1 and 1910 (1400 + 510) cm1 are also present. Sheng and

Hug93 have reported fundamental modes at 511, 769 and 1398 cnr1 for N+ in

alkyl halide glass at 77 K and Kawashima et al.94 recorded the 511 cnr1

third overtone and the 1398 cnr1 fundamental of N+ in alkylhalide glass at

77 K, also. The 511 and 1398 cm1 modes relate to the 514 and 1380 cnr1

modes of neutral N which have been assigned95,96 as totally symmetric

skeletal distortion and totally symmetric CC stretching, respectively.

Calculations by Defrees, Ellinger and co-workers92 using a 6-31 G* basis set

and internal coordinate specific scaling predict ag modes at 516 and 1370
cm1 for N+ which support previous assignments.



Figure33

ResonanceRamanSpectrumofCationicNaphthaleneinAr(0.1%CC14)at12K (50mW,614.4nm,Rhodamine590excitation)
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The FTICR mass spectrum of pulsed-glow discharged naphthalene

seeded in Ar appears in Figure 34. Prominent peaks (relative intensities in

parentheses) occur at m/z equal to 129 (22), 128 (100), 127 (32), and 102 (72)
amu. These are assigned to protonated neutral naphthalene (C10H9+),

parent ion (C10H8+), parent ion minus H atom (C10H7+), and parent ion

minus acetylene (C10H8+ - C2H2 = C8Hg+). Another less intense yet

interesting peak at 78 (7) amu is assigned to monocationic benzene (C6H6+).

Bohme and co-workers97 studied dissociation behavior of (potential)

naphthalene parent ion formed indirectly from reaction of benzene cation

and diacetylene (C4H2) using FTICR/MS and compared these results with

the FTICR mass spectrum obtained from direct electron ionization of

naphthalene. The spectra obtained were identical suggesting naphthalene

parent ion is formed from reaction of benzene cation and diacetylene. The

mass spectrum reported here for the pulsed-glow discharge system is

similar to both but shows a greater relative (to parent ion) abundance of

C8H6+. In addition, selected-ion flow tube (SIFT) experiments97 show C6H6+
does not react with acetylene but reacts with diacetylene to form C10H8+ at

nearly the collision rate. These results indicate (1) electron bombardment

and pulsed-glow discharge (both of which have been used to generate

identical UV-vis absorption spectra of naphthalene cation in Ar) appear to

generate similar fragmentation patterns and (2) there is evidence for

growth of naphthalene parent ion from fragments generated as by-products

of ionization (in the gas phase just prior to deposition); this may account for

the apparent spectral predominance of naphthalene parent ion in Ar

matrices studied.



Figure34

FTICRMassSpectrumofPulsed-GlowDischargedNaphthaleneSeededinAr
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Although not investigated by FTICR/MS, it is apparent from matrix

isolation results that addition of CC14 enhances ion production. The

appearance of CC13 • Cl, CC13+, and CC13 carbon tetrachloride fragments as

well as Cl and/or Cl' (by deduction) indicates the following processes occur

during electron bombardment (and pulsed-glow discharge):

N + e* -» N+ + 2e* (1)

CC14 + e- -» CC13+ + Cl + 2e' (2)

CC14 + e‘ -* CC13 + Cl + e‘ (3)

The role of CC14 (and/or its decomposition products) is not simply that of

electron scavenger (and subsequent matrix charge compensator) but rather

ionization enhancer via the charge transfer process:

CC13+ + N -» CC13 + N+ (4)
Another highly probable ionization process involves Penning ionization, in

which argon atoms (the dominant gas in the Ar/CCl4/N mixture) are

excited to metastable states by electron impact and this energy is

transferred to and ionizes neutral naphthalene via the reactions:

Ar + e' -» Ar* + e' (5)

Ar* + N -» N+ + Ar + e" (6)

Argon ions generated by electron impact may also be involved in charge

transfer processes:

Ar + e' -» Ar+ + 2e‘ (7)

Ar+ + N -» N+ + Ar (8)
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These are energetically feasible since the ionization potential of

naphthalene is less than that of argon and its metastable energy levels.

The presence of significant numbers of ions in the gas phase just

prior to deposition is indicated by the 10- to 15-fold increase in current

monitored at the ring electrode during deposition. (Recall a circular

electrode is suspended above and adjacent to the matrix window; it serves to

collect electrons and anions.) The fact that the matrix formed must be

electrically neutral should be emphasized and it is believed that electron

capture by chlorine atoms (from CC14) to form chloride anions is the

predominant means of charge balance when CC14 is added. The ability to

trap PDCB, PDMOB and N radical cations in argon without addition of CC14

albeit in lower yields indicates other anions derived from impurities, e.g.,

hydroxide ions, may serve to balance charge.
The role of CC14 is clarified based on observed photolysis behavior.

The 927 and 1019 cm1 CC13 • Cl bands essentially disappear upon photolysis

while the 898 cm-1 CC13 band and naphthalene cation bands increase by 27

and -10%, respectively. The decrease of CC13 • Cl and increase of CC13

concentrations may be attributed to the photolytic decomposition process

CC13 • Cl + hv -» CC13 + Cl (9)
while the [N+] increase results from in situ two-photon photoionization of

neutral naphthalene via

N + hVj-^N* (10)

N* + hv2 N+ + e' (11)

where N* represent naphthalene in its singlet (T (Sx) = 280 ns) or
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triplet (T (Tx) > 2.5 s) excited states. Slow electrons produced from reaction

(11) are then captured by Cl atoms and/or CC13+ (or other cations present)

via

Cl + e* -» Cl* (12)

CC13+ + e~~* CC13 (13)

Reaction (13) also contributes to [CC13+] decrease and [CC13] increase while

reactions (10) and (11) account for the observed ~9% decrease of neutral

naphthalene bands upon photolysis.

As pointed out in the discussion of PDMOB results, the broad 420 nm

optical band (cf. Figs. 26 and 31) and 927 cm 1IR band (cf. Figs. 24 and 32)

track each other upon photolysis, i.e., they both essentially disappear and

are the only UV-vis-IR band pairs to do so. It is clear that these bands

result from the same chemical species. The 420 nm optical band had

previously been assigned79 to CC14+ and, more recently,90 to CC13+ • Cl while

the 927 (9) cm1 band was assigned82,83 to CC13 • Cl. The assignment to

CC14+ is ruled out since direct ionization of CC14 via

CC14 + hv -» CC14+ + e* (14)

is not favorable since CC14+ is unstable based on mass spectrometric

studies.98 (Mass spectra obtained using the matrix isolation electron gun

showed no CC14+ formation either). Photoionization/dissociation of CC14 to

yield CC13+ and Cl (the precursors of CC13+ • Cl) via

CC14 + hv (> 11.5 eV) -» CC13+ + Cl + e* (15)
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requires 11.5 eV,98 while simple photodissociation to yield CC13 and Cl (the

precursors of CC13 • Cl) via

CC14 + hv (> 3.06 eV) -» CC13 + Cl (16)

requires only 3.06 eV.82,83 Maier and co-workers photolyzed CC14 in an Ar

matrix using near UV (200 nm, 6.2 eV) radiation and observed 929(7) and

1019 cm1 bands but not the 1037 cm-1 CC13+ band. Hence, medium-pressure

Hg lamp photolysis is not energetic enough to yield CC13+ but is capable of

producing CC13. In addition, ab initio calculations82,83 (6 - 31 G* basis) of

CC13 • Cl ER frequencies agree with the 927 and 1019 cm1 bands observed.
To summarize, the instability of CC13+, the favorable energetics of CC13

formation (versus CC13+) and recent ab initio results indicate the 927 cm-1

band should be assigned to CC13 • Cl; since this ER band and the 420 nm

optical band are due to the same species, the 420 nm absorption is assigned

to CC13 • Cl.

Estimates of cation yield for PDCB and PDMOB were based on

theoretical and experimental IR band intensities. A similar procedure

using experimentally determined UV-visible absorbances (A) and molar

absorption coefficients (£) was applied to naphthalene. Kelsall and

Andrews86 (KA) determined £ + max for the 675 nm N+ band to be

24,900 M1 cm1 while Salama and Alamandola90 (SA) recently reported

£+max (675 nm) = 1130 M1 cm1 (both in Ar). The cation-to-neutral ratio

(C+/C°) in the matrix is evaluated via

A+(675 nm) = E+max (675 nm) C+2
A°(309.2 nm) = £°max (309.2 nm) C°Z
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yielding

(C+/C°) = [A+(675 nm)/A°(309.2 nm) ] x [£°max (309.2 nrn)/E+max (675 nm)]

The absorbance ratio is 1.46 based on a representative spectrum (Fig. 28)

while using the results of SA the molar absorption coefficient ratio is 0.185.

This leads to (C+/C°) = 0.27 or -21%; using KA's results, the ratio is 0.012 or

-1%. The former result is probably too high while the latter appears low yet

more reasonable.

Finally, emphasis has been placed on relative IR intensities rather

than on absolute values. It is instructive to estimate absolute IR band

intensities experimentally as a check of computed values. Assuming the

KA molar absorption coefficient of 24, 900 M1 cm1 for the 675 nm band and

the result that it is 5.9 times more intense than the 1218/1215 cm1 ER band

(derived from the slope of the line in Fig. 30), E+max (1218 cm4) =

4220 M1 cm1. The integrated band intensity is required to compare to

theoretical values and is determined as

2.303 J E (v) dv = 2.303 E+max (1218 cm1) Av,/2 = 195 km mol1

This value is considerably smaller than the 1123 km mok1 value determined

theoretically; more must be done to experimentally establish the 675 nm

molar absorption coefficient since subsequent absolute IR intensities are

based on it. An important theoretical prediction expressed by Pauzat et al.92
is that CH stretching mode IR intensities should decrease by an order of
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magnitude while ring deformation (involving CC stretching and in-plane

CH bending vibrations) intensities should increase by two orders of

magnitude upon ionization. Similar intensity changes were anticipated for

PDCB and PDMOB based on our calculations. Although the CH mode

intensity decrease was not observed experimentally due to neutral molecule

spectral congestion, the ring deformation intensity increase certainly aided

in detecting and assigning IR bands to cations present at concentrations

-10 times lower than their neutral parents.



CONCLUSIONS

Pulsed-glow discharge/matrix isolation and electron bombardment/

matrix isolation have been developed as methods to generate and trap

sufficient quantities of molecular ions in order to directly observe for the

first time the infrared spectra of the radical cations of para-

dichlorobenzene, para-dimethoxybenzene and naphthalene in argon

matrices at 12 K. In addition, fluorescence and Resonance Raman spectra

of PDCB+ and the partial RR spectrum of N+ were recorded (in Ar at 12 K).

Electronic transition energies of these ions lie in the UV-visible region and

this has allowed inherently sensitive laser induced fluorescence (LIF) and

RR techniques to be applied to selectively probe such ions even at relatively

low matrix concentrations and in the presence of relatively high

concentrations of neutral, parent molecules. Moreover, since the neutral

precursors and radical cations derived from them absorb in the UV and the

UV-visible regions, respectively, appearance of visible bands attributable to

ions is distinct and obvious, i.e., neutrals don't mask cationic visible bands.

This fact coupled with the typically intense nature of such electronic

transitions has resulted in extensive compilations of UV-visible absorption

spectra of molecular ions.

In contrast, IR absorption spectra for radical cations as large as

those researched here are scarce. This is due, in part, to previous

assumptions that IR transition moments for radical cations should be

137
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nominally an order of magnitude or so less than their electronic

counterparts and that frequency shifts (upon ionization) should be small.

Therefore, unlike UV-visible spectroscopy, obtaining IR absorption spectra

of relatively large molecular ions at low concentrations in the presence of

many more neutrals should be quite difficult. To this end, experimental

techniques were developed to enhance ion formation/trapping and to

distinguish true cationic IR absorbances from other matrix species. Ab

initio theoretical calculations complimented these experimental methods.

Ion formation/trapping was enhanced by addition of CC14 to

PDMOB/Ar and N/Ar plasma mixtures. Percentage yields of ions were

~5% without CC14 addition and up to ~ 15 - 20% upon addition of CC14;

typically the yields were -10%. Photolysis experiments also allowed

assignment of a -420 nm optical absorbance to the CCI3 • Cl species.

IR absorbances due to PDCB+, PDMOB+ and N+ were assigned

experimentally by correlation of their known and well characterized

electronic bands with IR bands exhibited by the same sample/matrix.

Plotting sought-after IR absorbances against the known optical absorbances

as a function of varying experimental conditions yielded straight lines (for

true cationic bands) which passed through the origin. Photolysis

experiments further supported assignments.

Ab initio Hartree-Fock SCF level theoretical calculations showed good

agreement (after scaling) with experimental results for both neutrals and

radical cations with frequencies usually within 10 - 30 cm 1 of the

experimental values. Frequency shifts upon ionization were small
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(-10 - 40 cnr1) as anticipated but since these vibrations are quite delocalized

comparison of neutral to cationic normal modes is not straight-forward.

However, decomposition of normal modes to internal coordinate specific

force constants and frequencies predicted clearly bonding changes evoked

upon removal of an electron from the specific HOMO which it had occupied.

Comparison of calculated and experimentally determined absolute IR

intensities was more problematic but relative intensities corresponded

fairly well. Intensity pattern changes predicted theoretically, i.e., a

decrease of CH stretching and increase of CC ring deformation intensities,

was not completely borne-out experimentally but observation of cationic

bands computed to be the most intense is consistent with theoretical

expectations. This intensity increase was an important factor toward

observation of the cationic IR bands reported.

Preliminary FTICR/MS results of pulsed-glow discharged PDCB,

PDMOB and N in argon showed fragmentation of parent molecules.

Unassigned IR bands observed may be due to such fragments and this may

be an area for future work. For now, it is emphasized that independent and

complimentary methods are required to correctly assign spectral features

to sought-after species.

The objective of this research was realized; the spectroscopic data

base, specifically vibrational assignments, was extended for organic,

aromatic radical cations of environmental and astrophysical importance.

Spectra obtained for these species in the relatively non-perturbing argon

medium at 12 K compare well with those obtained in clay at room

temperature. Monitoring the fate of chemicals in the environment will
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benefit from fundamental research such as this. Investigation of role of

ionized PAHs as UIR emitters was initiated. The important finding, that

IR intensity patterns for ionized molecules are quite different from their

neutral parents, will serve to better model the composition of and

astrophysical processes occurring in the interstellar medium.

Future work should be directed toward further optimization of ion

yields, refinement of ionization techniques as to avoid (and/or account for)

fragmentation and characterization of the pre-matrix gaseous mixture.

This effort is presently underway" through the coupling of mass

spectrometers and the matrix isolation technique. The separation of

neutrals from ions by use of a quadrapole ion turning device is being

investigated by the Vala group. Mass selection of ions has met with some

success as exemplified by the work of Maier and co-workers8 but this has

been limited to studies of electronic (not vibrational) structure. These

efforts must further address the role of counterions as charge

compensators in matrices. Finally, the interaction of experiment with

theoretical methods should continue, especially concerning absolute

intensity measurements and calculations.
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